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Abstract: With the rapid growth of users and sustained network demands powered by different
industries, the quality of service (QoS) of the cellular network is affected by network traffic and
computing loads. The current solutions of QoS improvement in academia focus on the fundamental
algorithms within the physical and medium access control (MAC) layer. However, traffic features of
various scenarios extracted from field data are rarely addressed for practical network configuration
refinement. In this paper, we identify significant indicators of high traffic load cells according to the
field data provided by telecommunication operators. Then, we propose the analysis flow of high
traffic load cells with basic principles of network configuration refinement for QoS improvement.
To demonstrate the proposed analysis flow and the refinement principles, we consider three typical
scenarios of high traffic load cells, including high population density, emergency, and high-speed
mobility. For each scenario, we discuss traffic features with field data. The corresponding performance evaluation demonstrates that the proposed principle can significantly enhance the network
performance and user experience in terms of access success rate, downlink data rate, and number of
high traffic load cells.
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1. Introduction
The widely deployed fifth generation (5G) and the coming sixth (6G) communication
networks are believed to offer a large amount of network services for growing diverse
demands, such as high-definition video playing, vehicular networks, massive Internet
of Things, and telemedicine [1–3]. These demands are generated by traditional mobile
communication applications and vertical market segments with different requirements for
quality of service (QoS) and key performance indicators (KPI) [4–7]. It is challenging to
achieve novel communication performance by a “one-size-fits-all” network infrastructure
for various requirements of QoS and KPI. In the past several years, network slicing, supported by a software-defined network (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV),
is a promising technique in future communications [8–10]. By extracting communication
network resources into different levels, efficient network slicing can provide customized network services according to different network QoS requirements [11,12]. Incorporated with
machine learning algorithms, network slicing can significantly increase the performance of
cellular networks in different scenarios and applications [13–16].
However, nearly all emerging communication techniques should be implemented on
the telecommunication equipment manufactured by different vendors [17,18]. In general,
vendors provide large amounts of parameter configurations to fit for different scenarios.
Taking the perspective of the telecommunication operator, these parameter configurations
should be carefully designed by jointly considering the specific scenario and equipment
capacity [19–21]. Unified network parameter configuration may not always achieve novel
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performance when traffic loads are burst and varying in different scenarios, such as high
population density areas, emergencies, and high-speed mobility [22,23]. For example, imbalanced distribution of traffic loads among cells and extremely high traffic loads in certain
areas of cells tend to occur in large-scale concert. On the other hand, different scenarios
exhibit different characteristics of traffic loads, which require parameter configuration
tuning to satisfy the high requirement of user experience and to achieve novel network
resource allocation. The majority of academic research works in communication networks
focus on efficient algorithms to enable performance optimization both in physical and
medium access control (MAC) layers. In [24], the authors summarized the main techniques
of resource allocation in 5G heterogeneous networks, including macro-, micro-, pico-, and
femto-cellular networks. More specific scenarios beyond 5G and 6G are discussed in [25,26].
The authors in [25] discussed energy consumption issues within a massive Internet of
Things (IoT) system. Various dynamic network architectures and corresponding algorithms
are presented in detail. For 6G spectrum utilization, the authors in [26] presented a big data
processing algorithm to improve spectrum utilization for 6G cellular and IoT networks.
However, there are few works related to the refinement of parameter configurations of
cellular networks based on field data in practice, which becomes a practical and challenging
issue that telecommunication operators have to solve.
In this paper, taking the perspective of a telecommunication operator, we propose a
framework of network feature analysis and configuration refinement for cellular networks.
Moreover, we analyze traffic features of different scenarios with high traffic loads by
considering the field data. The significant indicators of high traffic load cells are identified
and associated with performance metrics. According to these indicators, we propose
different configuration refinement polices that are discussed in detail in several typical
scenarios, such as high population density, emergencies, and high-speed mobility. The
corresponding performance evaluation is also provided for different scenarios with the
proposed refinement polices. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the analysis framework of high traffic load cells with different configuration
refinement polices. We investigate three typical scenarios to demonstrate the proposed
configuration refinement in Sections 3–5. For each scenario, we analyze the traffic load
feature by the proposed analysis framework and provide sets of solutions to improve the
user experience and network performance. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
2. Analysis of High Traffic Load Cells
2.1. Network Traffic Analysis Framework
As shown in Figure 1, we can capture network traffic features by two approaches. One
is to analyze traffic features by collecting signaling packets. This approach is a reactive
method with less overhead. Another approach is to send network probes to proactively
obtain network traffic features in real time. According to these two approaches, we can
distinguish users in terms of basic business data, location, current status, and preference.
For different users, we can identify different network performance metrics by analyzing
collected field data, which is discussed in the following subsections. In addition, the web
and the application service are offered to display and to configure the network parameters.

Signaling data
collection

Network
probe

DPU
(Dispatch Unit)

Users localization
and recognition

Data collect/analysis

Figure 1. The framework of network traffic feature analysis.
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2.2. High Traffic Load Cells Identification and Current Situation
Taking the perspective of telecommunication operators powered by field data, the
performance of access and single user data rate are two significant metrics used to evaluate
service quality of cells as well as user experience. The performance of access is often related
to the capacity of telecom equipment designed by vendors. More specifically, the loads of
the universal main processing and transmission unit (UMPT) and LTE baseband processing
units (LBBP) are considered when conducting configuration refinement. For the single user
data rate, we always investigate two factors, the physical resource block (PRB) utilization
ratio and the average number of online users (i.e., ANOU). Thus, after comprehensively
considering the comments from vendors, we identify the maximum number of online
users (MNOU), the PRB utilization ratio (or the average number of online users (ANOU)),
and loads of UMPT and LBBP as three significant indicators of high traffic load cells. As
shown in Table 1, these three indicators present different thresholds embedded by telecom
equipment manufactured by different vendors.
Table 1. Main indicators of high traffic load cells for different vendors.
Huawei
MNOU
PRB utilization
ratio (or ANOU)
Loads of UMPT
and LBBP

ZTE

Ericsson

DTT

Bell

>300
ANOU > 50, downlink PRB utilization ratio > 70%, downlink traffic > 2 GB,
or uplink PRB utilization ratio > 500 MB
LBBP CPU
utilization ratio >
80% or UMPT CPU
utilization ratio >
65%

UMPT CPU
utilization ratio >
80%

UMPT CPU
utilization > 60%

LBBP or UMPT
CPU utilization
ratio > 85%

>180

UMPT CPU
utilization ratio >
85% or other
module utilization
ratio > 90%

Using these three indicators, we take cellular networks deployed in Jiangsu province
as examples to study the features of high traffic load cellular networks. We monitor the
field data of cellular networks multiple times in several weeks, and all field data reported
in this paper are average means. As statistics show in Table 2, we observe that network
performance metrics of cells with high traffic loads, that is, access success rate and single
user downlink speed, are significantly lower than those of all cells. Moreover, around
81% of cells with high traffic loads are located in university campuses, which is shown
in Figure 2. Based on these observations, we analyze the relationships between three
indicators and the network performance metrics (i.e., access success rate and single user
downlink speed) in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

High-speed train 2%
Residential area 5%

University campus
City roads

City roads 6%

Residential area

High-speed train
Company
Business center
Hotel
University campus 81%
Figure 2. Percentage of high traffic load cells.
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Table 2. Access success rate and downlink speed comparison between all cells and high traffic
load cells.
All cells

High Traffic Load Cells

98%
8

90%
1

Access success rate
Single user data rate (Mbps)

2.3. Relationship between Access Success Rate and Equipment Capacity
The success access ratio of the cellular network is directly related with the capacity
of the network equipment, which is represented by the threshold of MNOU and the flow
control supported by boards. We take the UMPT and LBBP produced by Huawei as
examples. Moreover, we realized the MNOU is 400 for a single cellular network. The
flow control, affecting user access, is triggered when the central processing unit (CPU)
utilization ratio of UMPT and LBBP is larger than 85%. More detailed field data are reported
in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 summarizes the radio resource control (RRC) setup success rate
and the unsuccessful times of physical uplink control channel (PUCCH) allocation under
different numbers of online users when MNOU is larger than the predefined threshold.
Table 4 studies the RRC setup success rate and the number of the dropped messages caused
by flow control implemented on UMPT and LBBP, respectively.
Table 3. Number of online users is larger than the threshold in different times.
RRC Setup Success Rate

MNOU

Unsuccess Times of PUCCH Allocation

99.90%
45.30%
30.90%

356
402
399

0
10,161
10,850

Table 4. RRC setup success rate vs. CPU utilization ratio of UMPT and LBBP.
Maximum CPU
Utilization Ratio

RRC Setup
Success Rate

Number of Dropped
Messages

Maximum CPU
Utilization Ratio

LBBP
72%
84%
85%
86%

99.4%
83.7%
82.2%
81.5%

RRC Setup
Success Rate

Number of Dropped
Messages

UMPT
0
4429
4730
4819

67%
71%
71%
72%

100.0%
86.5%
75.4%
70.2%

0
192
1161
1230

It is obvious that the RRC setup success rate significantly decreases when MNOU is
larger than the predefined threshold with larger unsuccess times of PUCCH allocation.
Meanwhile, we observe that the number of dropped messages significantly increases when
the maximum CPU utilization ratio is over 85%. According to field data reported in
Tables 3 and 4, we have to leave a certain level of margin for MNOU and the CPU loads
of UMPT and LBBP, respectively. It is worth noting that different venders provide the
reference value of MNOU. For example, the waring threshold of MNOU is 180 out of 200
when using Bell equipment. When equipment manufactured by Huawei, ZTE, Ericsson,
and DTT are used, the waring threshold is 300 and the corresponding MNOU is 400.
2.4. Relationship between PRB Utilization Ratio and Downlink Data Rate
We used 3 Mbps servers as the baseline of the downlink data rate to investigate the
performance of a cellular network. According to the field data reported in Figure 3, the
number of users with downlink speed lower than 3 Mbps significantly increases when
the average number of users and PRB utilization ratio increases. As shown in Table 5, we
realize that the percentages of users with low data rates are around 73% and 88% when
downlink PRB utilization ratio ranges from 70% to 100%, respectively. Intuitively, we can
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set up the threshold of the utilization ratio of PRB according to field data as well as the
threshold of ANOU, which are discussed in Sections 3–5.
Table 5. ANOU/Downlink PRB utilization ratio vs. Percentage of cells with low data rate.
ANOU and Downlink PRB Utilization Ratio

Percentage of Users
(Downlink Data Rate Lower than 3 Mbps)

50, 40∼50%
50, 50∼60%
50, 60∼70%
50, 70∼80%
50, 80∼100%

1.75%
17.83%
41.30%
72.99%
88.24%

Single user downlink data rate>3Mbps

Single user downlink data rate<3Mbps

100%

PRB utilization ratio

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%
0

50

100
150
200
Average number of online users

250

300

Figure 3. Downlink PRB utilization ratio vs. downlink data rate of a single user.

2.5. Analysis Process and Refinement Principles
As shown in Figure 4, we summarize the discussion in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 by proposing the main flow of analysis process and configuration refinement for cellular networks.
More specifically, by jointly considering the comments from vendors and the field data
collected from current cellular networks (as shown in Tables 1, 3 and 4), the MNOU and
the PRB utilization ratio (or ANOU) are identified as the indicators of high traffic load
macro cells and indoor distribution systems. For macro cells with high traffic loads, we can
analyze traffic loads of neighbor cells and user distribution if the coverage of the current
cell is not rational. For indoor distribution systems, the downstream traffic of remote
radio unit(RRU) is analyzed if the traffic load is high. We categorize the case of high CPU
utilization ratio into two folds that are high loads of UMPT and LBBP. Single unit analysis
is conducted if the traffic load of UMPT is high, whereas the traffic load balance among
different units is analyzed if the traffic load of LBBP is high. Traffic balance among units is
carefully considered when the traffic load of LBBP is high. At the right side of Figure 4, we
present different refinement policies corresponding to different cases. We present network
configuration refinement of high traffic load cells in different scenarios using these policies
in the following sections.
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Indicators of high load cells
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configuration refinement

network coverage
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novel
marco station

neighbor traffic and
user distribution

split
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larger number of online users

RF optimization
coverage control
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parameters optimization
add different frequency band
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high PRB utilization ratio
load balance mechanism
indoor distribution
system

RRU downlink
traffic

imbalance
balance
indoor area split

old unit
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replaced by high-performance
processing unit

single unit analysis
new unit

high CPU utilization ratio

add more processing units

balance
LBBP

traffic balance
among units

imbalance

adjust binding between cells
and units

Figure 4. Main flow of network configuration refinement for high traffic load cells.

3. High Population Density Scenario
As shown in Figure 2, more than 80% of scenarios with high traffic load are located
at university campuses, The university campuses always exhibit high population density.
In this section, we take a university campus located in Jiangsu province to conduct a
scenario study of high population density. We exploit statistical field data from university
campuses in Jiangsu province to analyze the traffic feature and follow the analysis process
and refinement principles as mentioned in Section 2.5 to improve the network performance.
3.1. Time Slots for Uplink and Downlink Traffic
As the red line shows in Figure 5, the traffic load of downlink is much larger than
that of uplink in different areas of university campuses, such as dormitories, teaching
buildings, libraries, and dining halls. Moreover, the PRB utilization ratio of downlinks is
much lower than that of uplinks. The reason is that different vendors offer similar proactive
mechanisms to adjust the PRB ratio of uplink, which leads to imbalances between the
PRB utilization ratio of uplink and the PRB utilization ratio of downlink (i.e., as shown in
Figure 5, the PRB utilization ratio of uplink is significantly larger than that of the downlink
in low traffic scenarios).
Telecom operators always adjust the time slot ratio of uplink to downlink to achieve
PRB utilization ratio balance between uplink and downlink. In Jiangsu province, the time
slot ratio of uplink to downlink is generally configured as 1:3 for foundation networks
provided by operators. Using this configuration, we take the dormitories of the university
as an example. As shown in Table 6, we observe that the PRB utilization ratio between
uplink and downlink approaches a balance within different vendors’ devices when the
PRB utilization ratio of downlink is more than 20%. Similar trends can be found in different
areas of university campus. Therefore, we can configure the time slot ratio of uplink to
downlink as 1:3 for university campuses, which is consistent with foundation networks.
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Uplink PRB utilization ratio

Downlink PRB utilization ratio

Traffic ratio of downlinks to uplinks
10

7

PRB utilization ratio

8
5

7
6

4

5
3

4
3

2

2
1

Traffic ratio of downlinks to uplinks

9
6

1
0

0
Dormitory

Teaching building

Library

Dining hall

Figure 5. Downlink and uplink traffic and the corresponding PRB utilization ratio in different areas
of university campus.
Table 6. PRB utilization ratio balance between uplink and downlink in dormitories of the university.
Bell

Huawei

Downlink PRB
Utilization Ratio

Average Uplink PRB
Utilization Ratio

Average Downlink
PRB Utilization Ratio

Average Uplink PRB
Utilization Ratio

Average Downlink
PRB Utilization Ratio

0∼10%
10∼15%
15∼20%
20∼30%
≥30%

2%
16%
21%
25%
30%

1%
12%
17%
23%
32%

8%
34%
31%
34%
40%

2%
12%
18%
23%
42%

3.2. Scheduling Request and Channel Quality Indicator
The parameters related to the scheduling request (SR) and the channel quality indicator
(CQI) directly determine the maximum number of online users for a single cell [12]. We
take several cells deployed in this university campus using ZTE’s devices as an example
because only ZTE devices support the adjustment of values of these parameters related to
SR and CQI. The other vendors, such as Huawei, Ericsson, Bell, and DTT do not support
the customization of these parameters.
As shown in Figure 6, we represent the traffic feature from campuses covered by ZTE
devices. We observe that when the number of online users is larger 250, the wireless connection rate success rate is significantly deteriorated. Meanwhile, the practical cell capacity
is much lower than nominal capacity. After studying the configurations related with SR
and CQI, ‘SRTrCHNum’ and ‘CQIRpTTINum’ are two key parameters directly related
with network performance. ‘SRTrCHNum’ and ‘CQIRpTTINum’ represent the number of
allocated channels corresponding to the SR period of user equipment (UE) and the number
of time division subframes in the shortest CQI periods. After reconfiguring ‘SRTrCHNum’
and ‘CQIRpTTINum’, the capacity of the corresponding cell can support 400 online users.
In addition, we can give the first priority of user access using Huawei’s device, which can
increase the number of online users to achieve the maximum device capacity.
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Wireless connection rate

Number of online users

100%

450

95%

400

Access success rate

300

85%
250
80%
200
75%
150
70%

Number of online users

350

90%

100

65%

50

60%

0
0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00
Time

Figure 6. Access success rate and number of online users at different times.

3.3. Dual-Band Networks
The dual-band policy with F and D frequency bands is believed to be an effective
approach to increase the network capacity. As we know, F and D frequency bands are
operating at 1.9 GHz and 2.6 GHz. F frequency band is adopted to improve the network
coverage due its relatively low path loss. Moreover, F frequency band can achieve better
network coverage than D frequency band, which is widely used in the residential areas
of cities. On the other hand, D frequency band is utilized to support telephone traffic
in hot spots of cities. We investigate the switch policy in the dual-band network with F
and D frequency bands. Intuitively, the priority of user reselection in D frequency band
networks is higher than that in F frequency band networks and UE choose to stay in the
D band cell with the highest priority. The other key configurations of user reselection
are reported in Table 7. It is worth noting that dual-band networks with D1 + D2 and
E1 + E2 do not exploit user reselection due to its high complexity of networking operation
(D1 : 2575 ∼ 2595 MHz, f c = 2585 MHz; D2 : 2594.8 ∼ 2614.8 MHz, f c = 2604.8 MHz;
E1 : 2320 ∼ 2340 MHz, f c = 2330 MHz; E2 : 2339.8 ∼ 2359.8 MHz, f c = 2349.8 MHz).
Table 7. Key configuration of user reselection in dual-band networks with D and F frequency bands.
Reselection

Parameters

F→D

ThreshXHigh

ThreshServLow
D→F
ThreshXLow

Configuration
ThreshXHigh = ThreshServLow + 4 dB
According to the distribution of RSRP
If the percentage of RSRP > M = N%,
the percentage of the number of users
in cells with D frequency band = N,
then ThreshServLow= M
ThreshXLow = QRxLevMin

‘ThreshXHigh’ and ‘ThreshXLow’ represent the thresholds of UE to reselect a frequency whose priority is higher and lower than the current frequency, respectively. ‘ThreshServLow’ is used for UE to reselect dissimilar frequency cells with low priority. It is obvious
that the proper configuration of a dual-band network with D and F frequency bands can
effectively mitigate the imbalance of busy and idle duration of cells. However, it is possible
that the density of users becomes high in a single cell with D1 and D2 frequency bands (or
E1 and E2 frequency bands). Mobile load balancing (MLB) can enable the imbalance traffic
load in dual-band networks. In Figure 7, we report the trends of the number of online users
when enabling MLB in cells equipped by Huawei devices.
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Number of users in the current cell

Number of users in the target cell

140

120

Number of users

100
80
60
40
20

10:54
11:24
11:51
12:18
12:45
13:12
13:39
14:06
14:33
15:00
15:27
15:54
16:21
16:48
17:15
17:42
18:09
18:36
19:03
19:30
19:57
20:24
20:51
21:18
21:45
22:12
22:39
23:06

0

Sampling time

Figure 7. Number of online users in cells using MLB at different times.

3.4. Summary
We summarize the key configurations of different devices for university campuses in
Table 8.
Table 8. Key configurations for cells with high population density.
Huawei
Time slot ratio of uplink to downlink

ZTE

Bell

Ericsson

DTT

1:3
‘SRTrCHNum’
N/A
‘CQIRptTTINum’
F + D: the priority of user reselection in D band
is higher than that of F band;
ThreshServLow setting: based on RSRP distribution of D cellular networks
Enable D1 + D2, E1 + E2

setup user
access first

SR/CQI
Double networking reselection
Double networking load balance

4. Emergency Scenario
In this section, we investigate traffic features of emergencies in terms of uplink,
downlink and single user behavior. Several typical examples, including sport games,
concerts, and scenic spots in holidays are investigated. Following the basic rules discussed in Section 2.5, we propose several network configuration refinements to improve
user experience.
4.1. Uplink and Downlink Traffic Load
According to the field data, we observe that the traffic loads of uplink and downlink
become significantly different in scenarios of different emergencies. In particular, the uplink
traffic load is highest in ceremonies of large-scale events, whereas it exhibits its lowest
values in transport hubs on holidays. We compare the traffic loads in different emergencies
in Table 9.
According to the field data reported in Table 9, we configure the time slot ratio of
uplink to downlink as 2:2 for the youth Olympic game and concert A. As shown in Table 10,
compared with the situation when the time slot ratio of uplink to downlink is 1:3, we
can observe that the PRB utilization ratio balance between uplink and downlink can be
achieved when the time slot ratio of uplink to downlink is configured as 2:2.
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Table 9. Traffic loads of different emergencies.

Large-Scale Ceremony Event
Scenario

Uplink traffic (MB)
Downlink traffic
(MB)
Traffic ratio of uplink
to Downlink

Concert

Scenic Spots in Holidays

Transport
Hubs in
Holidays

The Youth
Olympic
Games

Provincial
Sport
Games

Concert A

Concert B

Garden A
in National
Day

Garden B
in
Halloween

Railway
Station in
National Day

3625

1731

859.2

2853.25

394.4

1002.5

506.22

3573

3703

1852.6

4985.82

1991

4139

6825.23

0.98

2.14

2.15

1.75

5.05

4.13

13.46

Table 10. PRB utilization ratio with different time slot ratios of uplink to downlink.
Time Slot Ratio of Uplink to Downlink = 1:3
Traffic ratio of uplink to downlink
0.88%
1.75%

Uplink PRB utilization ratio
33%
48.32%

Downlink PRB utilization ratio
4%
13.84%

Time Slot Ratio of Uplink to Downlink = 2:2
Traffic ratio of uplink to downlink
1.62%
2.14%

Uplink PRB utilization ratio
7.44%
5.12%

Downlink PRB utilization ratio
3.3%
5.98%

4.2. Single User Behavior
In Table 11, we present the number of sent RRC messages per user and corresponding
traffic loads in different scenarios. We observe that, in large-scale ceremonies and concerts,
cells may experience low traffic because the majority of users prefer to check email or to
send short messages than to play high-definition videos. However, with the large number
of RRC messages, the traffic load caused by signaling packet exchanges increases.
Table 11. Number of RRC attempts and corresponding traffic in different scenarios.

Large-Scale Ceremony Event
Scenario

Number of RRC
attempts per user
Traffic load of each
RRC attempt (kB)

Concert

Scenic Spots in Holidays

Transport
Hubs in
Holidays

The Youth
Olympic
Games

Provincial
Sport
Games

Concert A

Concert B

Garden A
in National
Day

Garden B
in
Halloween

Railway
Station in
National Day

108.5

93.89

88.7

105.6

80.57

107.5

70.38

61.06

66.66

76.89

32.44

75.23

275.8

127.74

Frequently signaling packet exchanges may occupy wireless channels. To increase
the wireless channel utilization ratio, the telecommunication operators tend to adjust
parameters related to user access. On the other hand, vendors usually encapsulate related
algorithms and provide a small number of arguments for operators. Therefore, we report
some typical parameters with the corresponding values in Table 12, which can significantly
reduce the signaling traffic loads for cells.
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Table 12. Access parameters related to signaling packet exchange.
Parameters

Function

Preferred Value

Control format indicator (CFI)

Guarantee the resource of physical downlink control channel (PDCCH)
Increasing UE inactivated timer can reduce the number of establishing RRCs;
decrease UE inactivated timer can reduce the number of online users during
a certain period
Decreasing the value of the ACB factor can reduce the number of attempts to
establish RRC during a certain period

3

UE inactivated timer
Access class barring (ACB)
factor

10
0.95

4.3. Summary
According to the above analysis and the traffic loads characteristics of emergency, we
summarize the refinement polices for cells in terms of time slot ratios of downlink to uplink,
frequency band, and signaling packet load. In large-scale events and concerts, the time slot
ratio of downlink to uplink is suggested to be configured as 2:2 because the uplink traffic
load dominates the whole traffic load, which can improve the bearing capacity of uplink
and user experience. Furthermore, key parameters related to user access are suggested to
adjust to decrease signaling packet loads and to improve the bearing capacity in large-scale
events and concerts.
5. High-Speed Scenario
High-speed mobility significantly affects the network QoS, and the typical scenario
is the high-speed railway. This scenario is quite different from scenarios discussed in
Sections 3 and 4 due to its private networks and the quite high speed of the train. In this
section, we analyze the different refinement policies to enhance QoS in terms of frequency
bands, switching between different networks, idle detection, and location division.
5.1. Frequency Band for Private Network
Most cities near the high-speed railway in Jiangsu province deploy public networks
with the F band. We investigate two frequency band policies for private networks. One is
that private networks use the F band, i.e., 1895∼1915 MHz. There exists an overlapping
frequency band around 5 MHz between the private networks and neighboring public
networks. The other is that the private networks exclusively use the D band without any
overlapping frequency band.
By jointly considering Figure 8 and Table 13, we observe that the average RSRP
increases 4 dB, and the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) decreases 3 dB. The
average download data rate decreases 3 Mbps using the first strategy. However, the
performance using the first strategy is affected by communication quality of the cell edge.
The download data rate of edge areas with low coverage decreases 4∼5 Mbps. We also
realize that the performance using the second strategy is affected by signal quality at the
cell edge. The percentage of area where the RSRP is lower than −110 dBm is 1.8%. In
general, the private networks for high-speed railways are suggested to employ the D band
if the public networks operate in the F band. The areas with low network coverage are
suggested to operate in the F band.
Table 13. Comparison between two frequency band strategies for high-speed railway.

strategy 1
strategy 2

Average RSRP
(dBm)

Average SINR
(dB)

Downlink Data Rate
(Mbps)

−93.19
−96.94

11.42
15.06

21.34
24.33
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Figure 8. Cellular network performance with different frequency band policies. (a) CDF vs. RSRP.
(b) SINR vs. RSRP.

5.2. Idle Detection
According to the field data, we observe that UEs are preferred to be out of the private
networks in the idle state. Around 80% of UEs out of the private networks are failures
to reselect networks. After analyzing network logs, we realize that the signal quality at
the cell edge is higher than that in the cells by 10 dB, at least when reselecting cells. The
delay caused by reselecting cells is significantly obvious. We adjust some parameters for
network configuration as reported in Table 14, which results in the number of UEs being
out of private networks in the idle state decreases by around 50%.
Table 14. Parameters related to cell reselection.
Parameters

Public Network

Private Network
(High-Speed Railway)

defaultpagingcycle
tReselectionIntraEUTRA

1280 ms
2s

320 ms
0s

5.3. Location Division
The entries of high-speed railway stations are important areas that should be carefully
considered regarding the access policies. The main refinement is to use different access
policies according to the station size. The area division of large-scale and small-scale
stations are presented in Figure 9.

Waiting
room
Transition area over
platform

Waiting
room
Waiting
room

High-speed
train
Private
network

Waiting
room
Waiting
room

High-speed
train
Private
network

Waiting
room

Figure 9. Access polices of large-scale and small-scale high-speed railway stations.

For large-scale high-speed railway stations, such as Nanjing south station and Suzhou
station in Jiangsu province, the waiting rooms are quite large with several indoor stations.
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Parts of indoor stations belonging to public networks do not incorporate with private
networks. Therefore, we deploy the transition network on the platform. The UEs can
access the transition cellular networks when they are outside the waiting rooms. Then, all
UEs access the private networks of the high-speed railway after they are on the train. For
small-scale stations, such as Zhenjiang station and Changzhou station, there are one or two
indoor stations incorporating with the private networks. Therefore, the indoor stations
should add neighbor areas with the private networks. UEs on the train can directly access
the private networks as shown in Figure 9. Based on these policies, success access rates of
more than 90% can be achieved for the private networks.
5.4. Other Policies
It is inevitable that UEs are occasionally out of the private networks. Thus, we deploy
backup access points provided by vendors to enable UEs to access the private networks
again. The backup access points are suggested to deploy at the edges of cities (located along
the high-speed railway). The policy can effectively reduce the impact on the UEs who do
not belong to the private networks. Furthermore, we enable network-assisted fast return
(FR) to enable circuit switched fallback (CSFB). UEs bring the access frequency information
of private networks in the channel release message after ending 2G calls. We also observe
that the refinement policy increases the access success rate from 70% to 100%.
5.5. Summary
The traffic of private networks deployed for high-speed railways dynamically varies
due to the running trains. In this section, we propose several refinement policies, including
frequency band policy, idle detection, and location division, which can effectively improve
the resource allocation and service quantity.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, taking the perspective of telecommunication operators, we refine the
cellular network configuration to improve QoS and user experience for different scenarios.
We analyze the traffic features of high traffic load cells based on the field data and propose
basic principles of network configuration refinement. Moreover, we conduct case studies
for different typical scenarios of high traffic loads, including high population density, emergencies, and high-speed mobility. In general, after following the proposed configuration
refinement, the access success rate is up to 99.6% in Jiangsu province, with a low call dropping ratio around 0.18%. The switching success rate is up to 98.87%. The access success rate
of CSFB in high-speed railways is up to 90% with 25 Mbps as a stable download data rate.
Therefore, the proposed analysis flow and the refinement policy can significantly increase
the quality of users’ experience and the service quality of cellular networks.
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Abbreviations
ACB
ANOU
CQI
KPI
LBBP
MAC
MNOU
PRB
PUCCH
QoS
RRC
SDN
SR
UE
UMPT

Access class barring
Average number of online users
Channel quality indicator
Key performance indicators
LTE baseband processing unit
Medium access control
Maximum number of online users
Physical resource block
Physical uplink control channel
Quality of service
Radio resource control
Software-defined network
Scheduling request
User equipment
Universal main processing and transmission unit
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